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Who the heck are you, anyway

I’m Elliot! Hi!

I used to be Podcast Host for the UK Anime Network 
I used to write things there too:

uk-anime.net

I operate a search engine for legal digital manga availability:
mangasear.ch

I have an empty website:
moesh.it

TWITTER: 
@elliotpage



Other Panels this weekend!

SATURDAY 1PM - Panorama 3
What’s the Deal with Digital Manga?

SUNDAY 11:30AM - Studio
Dynamite in the Brain- LIVE!

SUNDAY 1PM - Chancellors 2
Action Castle 2017 HD Remix

SUNDAY 6PM - Panorama 3
Relationships in Manga: Beyond a Kiss



A bit of 
background

Availability of short anime is 
flourishing

Some of it is worth your time

Everything shown here is legally 
available, right now

Everything is 12 minutes or less an 
episode*

There is yet more out there I could 
not get to in this panel! 

Handouts available at end of panel 
with recommendations**



Shoutouts to Because.moe
Anichart.net



Short anime (and so, life) falls 
into three categories



TEMPLATE

Things to mention:

Length in time and eps, year

hallmarks , what makes it WORTH YOUR TIME

Staff notes

Where to Watch!



1) Animals

2) ?????

3) ?????



Chii’s Sweet Home

Chii’s Sweet Home - 2008, 104 episodes, 3 minutes each 
Chii’s New Address - 2009, 104 episodes, 3 minutes each
Chii’s Sweet Adventure - 2016, 39 episodes (ongoing), 12 minutes each 

Very cute adventures of a precocious kitten.

Based on a very popular manga

Chii’s New Address is on Crunchyroll

Chii’s Sweet Adventure, is a new CG series using the same source 
material and is available on Amazon Prime Video, currently ongoing.

Chii’s Sweet Home is not available.











PoyoPoyo

2012, 52 episodes, 3 minutes each

Adventures of a round (NOT FAT) cat and his hapless owners. 

Manga was briefly available on now-dead service J-manga

Series available on Crunchyroll







Bono Bono

2016, 50 episodes (at time of writing, update), 5m30s each

Adventures of a spaced out seal, a squirrel, and an asshole Raccoon.

Based on a very long running manga (42 volumes at present), has had 
animated adaptations before including a previous series in 1995. 

Available on Crunchyroll







Lovely Muuuuuuuco

2015, 25 episodes of 12 minutes each

CG monstrosity starring an Idiot dog

Based on a 2011 10 volume manga still ongoing

Previously had two TV series’ in 2013/4, used for movie interstitials 
(not released here)

Blame @AntAskew for this show being here

Available on Crunchyroll







Bananya

2016, 13 episodes of 3 minutes each

Adventures of a kitty that lives in a banana.

Nothing weird about that

Wonderful dry narrator with awful puns

Available on Crunchyroll

Licensed by Discotek in the US, receiving a dub







1) Animals

2) Idiots (Comedy)

3) ?????



Teekyu

2012, 108 episodes over 9 seasons, 2 minutes each 

9th series currently airing in Summer Season

Season 1 a bit ropey, the rest ranges from great to pure gold

The whole reason behind doing this panel

Based on an ongoing manga, currently up to 13 volumes

Available on Crunchyroll







Ai Mai Mi

2013, 39 episodes over 3 seasons, 3m30 each

Angrier, more intense comedy. 

Based on a 4-panel manga, currently ongoing, 6 volumes.

Available on Crunchyroll







Melancholy of Haruhi-chan Suzumiya

Whoa a physical release whaaaaaat????

2009, 26 episodes, 5 minutes each

Based on source manga (2007, 10 volumes, ongoing), which is itself 
based on Haruhi proper

Must be a Haruhi fan, or at the very least know of (and like) the cast

Available for very cheap on DVD (No digital availability) 







gdgd fairies

2011, 24 episodes over 2 seasons, 14 minutes each

Nightmarish stock CG used to magnificent effect

Glorious 360p 

Released a movie in 2014 which no-one has dared subtitle

Available on Crunchyroll











Tesagure! Bukatsumono

2013, 36 episodes over 3 seasons, 11 minutes each

Third series is a bizarre experiment where they merge with another 
comedy series

Original creation, animated using Miku Miku Dance

Also had a very short lived (3 month) manga serialization

Available on Crunchyroll







Sekko Boys

2016, 12 episodes of 8 minutes each

The one true idol anime.

Original Anime work

Available on Crunchyroll







1) Animals

2) Idiots (Comedy)

3) Everything Else



Wakako Zake

2015, 13 episodes, 2 minutes long

Office lady gets drunk and eats bar snacks, tells you about it

Based on a still-ongoing 2011 manga, currently at 8 volumes

Live action version is out there (Also on Crunchyroll)

Pushuuuuuuu~







Tonkatsu DJ Agetaro

2016, 12 episodes of 9 minutes long

Weird, relaxing show about an aspiring DJ

Based on a gag manga currently ongoing, at 10 volumes presently

Available on Crunchyroll

ＣＨＩＬＬ ＯＵＴ







More out there!



Other Panels this weekend!

SATURDAY 1PM - Panorama 3
What’s the Deal with Digital Manga?

SUNDAY 11:30PM - Studio
Dynamite in the Brain- LIVE!

SUNDAY 1PM - Chancellors 2
Action Castle 2017 HD Remix

SUNDAY 6PM - Panorama 3
Relationships in Manga: Beyond a Kiss



Thanks!

uk-anime.net
mangasear.ch
moesh.it
@elliotpage



BONUS VIDEOS




